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Case report
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Thank you for your review of our manuscript. We have read your comments. Below, I would like to outline changes made.

1) We changed the correct form sections for case reports

Abstract sections: Background, Case presentation and Conclusions
Article sections: Background, Case Presentation, Conclusions, Consent and List of abbreviations used

2.) We added the email addresses of all authors on the Title Page.

3.) We included a Consent Section after conclusions.

4.) We reviewed the guidelines for authors contributions according to ICMJE and reconsidered the authors and keep only whom justify authorship. We used initials to refer to each author’s contribution. We added in acknowledgements section contributor who do not meet the criteria for authorship.

5.) We added a section of no competing Interests

Thanks again for your interest in our work. We await your review of our revised manuscript.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.

With best regards,

Saul Campos-Gomez, MD
Associate Professor, Medical Oncology
Centro Oncológico Estatal, ISSEMYM
Av. Solidaridad Las Torres No. 101
Col. Del Parque
Toluca, México CP 50180